Recently, a new perturbative QCD factorization formalism for heavy quarkonium production at a large transverse momentum was proposed. Phenomenological application of this new approach relies on our knowledge of a large number of universal fragmentation functions (FFs) at an input factorization scale µ 0 > ∼ 2m Q with heavy quark mass m Q , which are nonperturbative, and in principle, should be extracted from data. With heavy quark mass m Q ≫ Λ QCD , we calculate these input FFs in terms of non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) factorization. In a companion paper [1], we calculated these input FFs in NRQCD factorization approach including all contributions from S-wave NRQCD QQ-states. In this paper, we calculate contributions to the heavy quark-pair FFs from all P -wave NRQCD QQ-states.
I. INTRODUCTION
quark mass m Q ≫ Λ QCD . With the large heavy quark mass and the fact that µ 0 > ∼ 2m Q , it might be possible to calculate these input FFs by using the non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) [15] , an effective theory of QCD. As discussed in our companion paper [1] , we are aware that without a formal proof of NRQCD factorization for calculating these input FFs, some modifications to these calculated input FFs might be needed for a better description of data. However, knowing the phenomenological successes of NRQCD factorization approach to heavy quarkonium production [2, [16] [17] [18] , we are confident that applying NRQCD to the input FFs, we should, at least, be able to derive reasonable constrains on the functional form of these input FFs, in terms of a very limited number of NRQCD long-distance matrix elements (LDMEs) with all coefficients -the FFs' functional dependence on parton momentum fractions derived by matching between pQCD and NRQCD.
In our companion paper [1] , we calculated contributions to the input FFs for a perturbatively produced heavy quark pair to fragment into a physical quarkonium via all intermediate S-wave NRQCD QQ-states, which are the most important contribution to the FFs from NRQCD factorization. However, contributions to heavy quarkonium production from P -wave NRQCD QQ-states are also very important, and sometimes, indispensable. First of all, P -wave quarkonium production, such as χ cJ , must have a major contribution through P -wave NRQCD QQ-states. Second, S-wave quarkonium production, such as J/ψ, usually receives significant feed-down contribution from decay of P -wave quarkonia. In addition, from the NRQCD factorization approach, direct production of S-wave quarkonium can also receive relativistic correction from P -wave color-octet NRQCD QQ-states. In this paper, we calculate, up to next-to-leading order (NLO) in α s expansion, the contributions to the same input FFs from all intermediate P -wave NRQCD QQ-states.
We should point out that NLO calculation in NRQCD factorization approach through Pwave NRQCD QQ-states are available for heavy quarkonium production in hadron-hadron collisions [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , electron-hadron collisions [24] , and electron-position collisions [25] . From our results in this paper, the evolution kernels of FFs in Ref. [8] and partonic hard parts available in Ref. [9] , we can in principle reproduce large p T or large energy results of the previous NLO NRQCD calculations and more, including the resummation of large logarithms from the evolution of the FFs. The numerical effort to solve for the FFs from our calculated input FFs and the calculated evolution kernels, and to combine the evolved FFs and available partonic hard parts to predict the cross sections for heavy quarkonium production is beyond the scope of this paper, and we leave it for the future publication.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we briefly review the definition of the QQ-pair FFs, and our approach to calculate these FFs at an input factorization scale µ 0 in terms of NRQCD factorization formalism. In section III, we introduce necessary symmetries that help simplify our calculations, and discuss how can the charge conjugate symmetry and parity conservation constrain the structure of these input FFs. In addition, we give a detailed discussion of the Coulomb singularity in our calculation in appendix A to justify our method: expanding the relative momentum between the final-state heavy quark pair before doing loop integral of the relative momentum of initial-state heavy quark pair.
We present LO and NLO calculation of the FFs with some explicit examples in Section IV and V, respectively. Our complete results for input FFs of a perturbatively produced heavy quark pair to fragment into a physical quarkonium through all relevant P -wave NRQCD QQ-states are listed in appendix B. Our conclusions are summarized in Section VI.
II. FRAGMENTATION FUNCTIONS FOR A PERTURBATIVE HEAVY QUARK PAIR TO FRAGMENT INTO A P -WAVE NRQCD STATE
The FF for a perturbatively created QQ-pair of spin-color quantum number κ to fragment into a physical heavy quarkonium H is defined as [8] ab,cd 0|ψ c ′ ,k (y
where operators P (s) ij,kl (p) and C [I] ab,cd project the initial QQ-pair to a definite spin and color state κ, which could be a vector (v [1, 8] ), axial-vector (a [1, 8] ) or tensor (t [1, 8] ) state, with superscript [1] ( [8] ) denoting a color singlet (color octet) state. Definitions of these projection operators could be found in Refs. [1, 8] . Subscripts i, j, k, l (a, a ′ , b, b ′ . . .) are spin (color) indices, with summation over repeated indices understood. z is the light-cone momentum fraction of the quarkonium H with respect to the momentum of initial fragmenting QQ-pair,
is the relative momentum fraction of the fragmenting QQ-pair in the amplitude (the complex conjugate of the amplitude). Although the total momentum p c of the QQ-pair in the amplitude and its complex conjugate must be the same, the relative momenta, 
where P denotes path ordering and the superscript (F ) represents fundamental color representation. The superscripts "+" and "−" in above equations represent the light-cone components of any four-vector,
Applying NRQCD factorization [15] to the QQ-pair FF in Eq. (1), we could express the FF as a sum of infinite terms, each of which is factorized into a product of a short-distance coefficient and a NRQCD LDME [9, 13] ,
where µ 0 and µ Λ are pQCD and NRQCD factorization scales, respectively. 
The are indeed finite. However, the lack of an all-order proof of NRQCD factorization still leaves some doubts on if such beautiful cancellation of IR and Coulomb divergences could be true at higher orders.
Since short-distance coefficients are derived following the cancelation of IR and Coulomb divergences, it is necessary to introduce some kind of regulators to regularize the singularities.
In this paper, like what we did in our companion paper [1] , we adopt the dimensional regularization. The LHS of Eq. (4) in the D-dimension can be written as [1] .
where we have separated the spin and color labels for the initial-and final-state QQ-pair, with s and i for spin and b and b ′ for color, respectively. The N's are different normalization factors for spin and color, given in Appendix A of our companion paper [1] . The matrix element M has the explicit form
where "Tr" denotes the trace for both color and γ-matrices. Γ s and C b are spin and color projection operators for initial QQ-pair. P s (P NR i ) is the summation of polarizations, i.e. Σ λ ǫ lated by
whereĀ is the amputated amplitude. q 1 (q r ) is half of the relative momentum between the heavy Q-quark andQ-quark for the initial (final) QQ-pair. Γ NR i and C NR b ′ are spin and color projection operators, respectively, for final non-relativistic (NR) QQ-pair. The definitions of these projection operators and normalization factors are all given in Appendix A of our companion paper [1] .
We emphasize that in Eq. (7), the limit q r → 0 and the derivative operations are outside of the q 1 -integral. However, the integration of q 1 with q r = 0 is difficult and tedious. A widely-used trick for previous NRQCD calculations of heavy quarkonium production cross sections is to switch the q 1 -integration with the derivative operations and the limit of q r → 0.
The validity of this trick for the cross section calculations was justified up to NLO [26] .
However, the existing proof does not directly apply to our case of QQ-pair FFs, because of the δ-function in Eq. (7). For producing final-state QQ-pair in P -wave, the q r -derivative further complicates the situation. After considerable algebra, we proved explicitly that such trick to switch the q 1 -integration and the limit of q r → 0 and the derivatives in Eq. (7) is still valid to NLO for producing both S-wave and P -wave final-state QQ-pairs. We present our justification in Appendix A.
In the next three sections, we present explicit LO and NLO calculation of short-distance coefficients in NRQCD factorization approaches to the FFs, making use of Eqs. (5)- (7). We start with some general discussions on how to use the symmetries to simplify our calculations, as well as to derive some constraints/relations between various pieces of contributions. We emphasize that the symmetries are important for understanding the general structure of our results.
III. SYMMETRIES
In this section, we show how fundamental symmetries constrain the structure of the FFs calculated in NRQCD factorization approach.
A. Color charge conservation
Color charge conservation could be a serious constraint for partonic contributions to QQ-pair FFs to a non-relativistic QQ-pair without radiating any additional parton into the final-state. For these FFs, such as LO contribution, D
, and the NLO
, the color of the fragmenting pQCD heavy quark pair [QQ(s [b] )] should be the same as that of final-state non-relativistic heavy quark pair
Due to the color normalizaiton for NRQCD matrix elements, as defined in Appendix A of Ref. [1] , color charge conservation requires D
.
B. Lorentz invariance
Even if the initial and the final QQ-pair are in the same color state, partonic contributions If there is one γ 5 in the combined initial-and final-state spin projector: Γ s Γ NR i , we need two of three possible polarization vectors (ǫ's discussed above) plus the two linear momentâ n and p to construct the Levi-Civita tensor. Consequently, the partonic fragmentation
Since p α and p β give zero when contracting with ǫ α (for L = 1 states) and ǫ β (for S = 1 states), respectively, Lorentz structure of the amplitude of the process v → 3 P J must be a linear combination ofn αnβ and g αβ , which is symmetric under the exchange of α and β.
For the amplitude of the process a → 3 P J , the Lorentz structure must be ǫ αβµνn µ p ν , which is anti-symmetric under the exchange of α and β. Therefore, the partonic fragmentation processes: v → Finally, the partonic fragmentation channel: t → 3 P 0 must vanish because p ρ andn ρ give zero when contracting with the tensor polarization vector ǫ ρ , and there is no other Lorentz structure to take the index ρ. Our explicit calculations up to NLO in α s support our analysis and confirm these constraints.
C. Reality and symmetries
As both the cross section and the partonic hard part are real, the heavy quark pair FFs defined in Eq. (1) is also real,
The reality requires that these FFs are symmetric in ζ 1 and ζ 2 .
QCD is invariant under the charge conjugation, parity, and time-reversal transformation.
But, it is not easy to apply these symmetry transformations to the FFs directly. However, they could be used to study the symmetry properties of the matrix elements defining the
FFs in Eq. (1). Since time-reversal transformation is not unitary, its operation connects
matrix elements of the states with and without time-reversal transformation [27, 28] 
where O(ψ, A µ ) is an operator of quark and gluon field, T is the time-reversal operator and ( H(p)X|T −1 ) and (T |0 ) are time-reversal transformed states. Since charge conjugation C and parity P transformation are unitary, they can be directly inserted into the matrix element as
For an example, applying the parity and time-reversal invariance to the matrix elements of the FFs to a unpolarized final-state heavy quarkonium, defined in Eq. (1), one can derive the same ζ 1 ↔ ζ 2 symmetry property of the FFs obtained by applying the reality of the FFs.
Although the charge conjugation operation C can not be applied to the FFs directly, because the initial fragmenting QQ-pair is not an eigenstate of C due to its relative momentum, we find that the FFs are actually invariant under a modified charge conjugation C, if both the initial and the final heavy quark pairs are color singlet. The modified charge conjugation operation C is defined as the charge conjugation operation C followed by reversing the direction of the relative light cone momentum of the pair, i.e. ζ 1 → −ζ 1 for the amplitude. More specifically, for the fragmentation from a pQCD QQ-pair to a non-relativistic QQ-pair, the C operation leads to (−1) δs,a+1 for the initial QQ-pair with s = v, a, t, and
. By applying C on the amplitude and keeping the complex conjugate of the amplitude untouched for a FF, one picks up an overall factor (−1) L+S+δs,a+1 . If there is a gluon radiated into the final-state, we can still apply the C operation as long as one of the initial and final QQ-pairs is in a color singlet state. By applying C operation on the amplitude of the FFs and keeping the complex conjugate of the amplitude untouched, one picks up an overall factor (−1) L+S+δs,a .
More generally, if we apply C operation to both the amplitude and its complex conjugate for heavy quark pair FFs and combine the reality, we have
where
, [8] . Combining the symmetry property of the FFs when ζ 1 ↔ ζ 2 and that in Eq. (10), the FFs also have the following crossing symmetry,
All these symmetry properties of the FFs are verified by our explicit calculations below.
Charge conjugation could also be employed to constrain the delta function structure of real gluon emission subprocess in our NLO calculation, for which the Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 3 . The analysis is easier in light cone gauge A + = 0, although the conclusion is gauge independent. In the light cone gauge, only the first two diagrams in Fig. 3 contribute. Before performing the q r -derivative operations and the limit q r → 0 as in Eq. (7), the amplitude of Feynman diagram in Fig. 3 (a) could be written in a general form Then the amplitude of diagram in Fig. 3 (b) could be obtained from that in Fig. 3 (a) by performing charge conjugation, as well as the replacements ζ 1 → −ζ 1 and q r → −q r , which
Therefore, the addition of these two diagrams is given by
For producing a S-wave final-state QQ-pair, we can set the relative momentum q r to zero and find
which has two general structures depending on the color indices b and b ′ . If only one of the two indices is color octet, we have
Multiplied with the complex conjugate of the amplitude, we obtain the first type of the δ-function structure:
If both b and b ′ are color octet, we have
the generator of fundamental representation of SU (3) color. Multiplied with the complex conjugate of the amplitude, we obtain the second type of the δ-function structure:
The δ-function structures in Eqs. (14) and (15) exhaust all possible δ-function structures of the NLO FFs to a S-wave QQ-pair. Our explicit calculations in Ref. [1] confirm the conclusion of above analysis.
For producing a P -wave final state QQ-pair, we need to take the q r -derivative before setting q r to zero. From Eq. (12), we find the amplitude is a linear combination of
and
where we have replaced −(−1) S+δs,a by (−1) L+S+δs,a since L = 1. Similar to the S-wave case, multiplying the above amplitude with its complex conjugate, we obtain three δ-function structures for each color combination. The definitions of these structures are given in Appendix B. The example calculations in next two sections, and our full results in Appendix B
clearly confirm the conclusions of our general analysis based on the symmetries.
is shown in Fig. (1) , with all momenta labeled explicitly. At this order, the LDME in Eq. (4) is proportional to δ n,n ′ , which leads to
For our purpose of producing a P -wave non-relativistic QQ-pair, Eqs. (5) and (7) could be reduced to,
respectively. The above three equations, plus Eq. (6), form the basis of our calculation for
(z, ζ 1 , ζ 2 ; m Q , µ 0 ). Based on the discussion in Sec. III A, we find that only independent FFs at LO are those with both initial and final QQ-pair being color singlet.
In the following, we show the detailed calculations of two examples, while presenting all nonzero results in Appendix B 2.
First, we consider LO contribution to fragmentation process:
From Eqs. (6) and (20), we have
where "Tr c " ("Tr γ ") denotes the trace of color matrices (γ-matrices). In deriving Eq. (21), we used the projection operators defined in Appendix A of Ref. [1] as well as the fact p c = p.
Substituting our result in Eq. (21) into Eq. (6), and then Eq. (19) , and using Eq. (18), we For the second example, we consider LO contribution to fragmentation process:
1 )]. Similar to Eq. (21), the corresponding trace is
The Lorentz structure is exactly the same with our analysis in Sec. III B. Finally, by substituting our result in Eq. (23) into Eq. (6), and then Eq. (19) , and using Eq. (18), we
As expected from our discussion above the equation (10), this result is even in both ζ 1 and ζ 2 .
V. NLO COEFFICIENTS
In this section, we calculate the short-distance coefficients in Eq. (4) at NLO in α s . We first expand both sides of Eq. (4) to NLO,
Generally, the LHS of Eq. (25) We use dimensional regularization to regularize all kinds of divergences, including the ultra-violet (UV) divergence, infrared (IR) divergence, rapidity divergence, and Coulomb divergence. We apply the technical trick discussed below Eq. (7) to our calculations. Consequently, the Coulomb divergence does not appear in our derivations. As shown in Appendix A, the Coulomb divergence in our calculations are effectively absorbed into the NRQCD LDMEs. The rapidity divergence comes from region k ·n → 0, with k the momentum of radiated gluon andn the light-cone vector. This region overlaps with UV region and could lead to a double pole. By adding up all diagrams, the rapidity divergence cancels.
After summing over all diagrams in Figs − q r
Feynman diagrams for virtual correction at NLO.
Feynman diagrams for real correction at NLO.
In this paper, we calculated all short-distance coefficients of FFs through a P -wave NRQCD QQ-pair up to NLO in α s . From our explicit calculations, we find that the leftover IR divergence cancels for all fragmentation channels at this order.
In the rest of this section, we present the calculation of the short-distance coefficient for the fragmentation channel: [QQ(a [1] )] → [QQ(
1 )] to demonstrate the cancellation of infrared divergence in NRQCD factorization formalism. From Eq. (25), the NLO shortdistance coefficient for this channel is given bŷ
For this channel, calculation of D NLO [QQ(a [1] )]→[QQ( 1 P Fig. 3 . The calculation of these diagrams is complicated by both UV and IR divergences. We remove the UV divergence by the UV counter-term in MS scheme, which is associated with pQCD renormalization of the operator defining [QQ(a [1] )]. This is just like what we did in our calculation of QQ FFs to S-wave QQpairs [1] , After this MS renormalization procedure, the calculated fragmentation function
where µ is the renormalization scale, µ 0 is the pQCD factorization scale for input FFs, and the 2/3 along with ln(µ 2 0 /4m
, which is a part of the UV counter-term. As expected from the general symmetry analysis in Sec. III C, and as shown in Eq. (27) , only possible structures of ζ 1 and ζ 2 dependence for
(z, ζ 1 , ζ 2 ; m Q , µ 0 ) are given by those ∆-functions: ∆ Note that since both ∆ For the second term on the right-hand-side of the Eq. (26), the LDME has been calculated in previous publications [15, 29] 
where we have chosen MS renormalization scheme, and µ (µ Λ ) is the renormalization (NRQCD factorization) scale. The LO short-distance coefficient in Eq. (26) has been calculated in our previous paper as [1] ,
Therefore the second term of Eq. (26) iŝ
Substitute Eqs. (27) and (30) into Eq. (26), we find that the IR divergence is cancelled exactly between the first and second terms in Eq. (26) , and the finite remainder after the IR cancelation is effectively the NLO short-distance coefficient,
The R-functions in Eq. (31) are defined as
A complete list of our results are given in Appendix B.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We calculated the heavy quarkonium FFs at the input scale µ 0 > ∼ 2m Q in terms of the NRQCD factorization formalism. We evaluated all short-distance coefficients for a perturbatively produced heavy quark pair to evolve into a P -wave non-relativistic heavy quark pair to the first non-trivial order in α s . Along with our companion paper [1] , in which we presented our evaluation of all perturbative coefficients for a produced heavy quark pair to evolve into a S-wave non-relativistic heavy quark pair, we effectively expressed all non-perturbative heavy quarkonium FFs (at least ten unknown functions for each heavy quarkonium state produced) in terms of very few NRQCD LDMEs per quarkonium state with perturbatively calculated coefficients for their dependence on momentum fractions, z, ζ 1 and ζ 2 .
Although there is no formal proof of NRQCD factorization approach to evaluate the heavy quarkonium FFs, we found that all infrared divergences of the FFs at this first nontrivial order are exactly the same as the NLO expansion of NRQCD LDMEs, which ensures that the calculated short-distance coefficients are infrared safe. In addition, we found that due to the underline symmetries of QCD, in particular, the charge conjugation symmetry, the structure (or the dependence on the momentum fractions) of all short-distance coefficients/contributions to the FFs are very compact, with only a few distinctive structures.
Just like any perturbative calculation of short-distance coefficients in a factorization approach, there are factorization scheme dependence for the calculated coefficients at NLO and beyond. In this paper and its companion one [1] , we used the dimensional regularization and MS factorization scheme. It is straightforward to convert our results into any other regularization and factorization schemes.
In principle, the heavy quarkonium FFs are nonperturbative and universal, and their functional forms at the input scale, µ 0 > ∼ 2m Q , should be extracted from the experimental data. In practice, it is difficult to extract such a large number of fragmentation functions to test the pQCD factorization formalism precisely. The predictive power of the factorization formalism does rely on our knowledge of these input FFs. With the heavy quark mass and the NRQCD factorization approach, we effectively expressed all these unknown FFs in terms of a few universal NRQCD matrix elements, and boosted the predictive power of the formalism. We are aware of the fact that the NRQCD factorization approach to evaluate the heavy quarkonium FFs have not been proved to all orders in perturbative expansion of α s and the pair's relative velocity, v. With the cancelation of all IR divergences at the first non-trivial order from our explicit calculations, our effort in this and its companion paper is the first step to bridge the gap between the perturbative QCD factorization formalism and its phenomenological applications.
Since the heavy quarkonium FFs at the input scale are only quantities of the pQCD factorization formalism for heavy quarkonium production that are actually sensitive to the properties of individual heavy quarkonium state produced, understanding these input FFs in a more controlled way, other than simply fitting the data, should help us to gain valuable knowledge on how heavy quarkonia are actually emerged from produced heavy quark pairs. Such formation of a bound quarkonium could take place in the vacuum, or in a high temperature and/or high density medium. With heavy quark mass m Q ≫ Λ QCD , and the distinctive momentum scales of m Q v, m Q v 2 , and etc., heavy quarkonium production in various environments could be a very important diagnosing tool in QCD condensed matter physics [2, 3] .
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We thank Zhong-Bo Kang and George Sterman for helpful discussions. This work was In this appendix, we justify our procedure of calculating the P -wave contributions by expanding the relative momentum of the final-state non-relativistic heavy quark pair, q r , before the integration over the relative momentum of the initial-state perturbative heavy quark pair, q 1 .
As shown in Eq. (7), the general structure of one-loop amplitude of the QQ-pair FFs is of the following form,
where the q 1 -integration should be performed before taking the derivatives with respect to q r and the limit q r → 0. However, the calculation in this order is often very complicated.
On the other hand, a similar calculation,
could be carried out much easier due to the fact that the derivatives and the limit of q r were taken before performing the q 1 -integration. In general, A 1 (ζ 1 ) and A 2 (ζ 1 ) are not necessary to be equal, unless the integration region of q 1 < ∼ q r → 0 is not important, which means that the integrandĀ(q 1 , q r ) has no pole as q 1 → 0 and q r → 0. Unfortunately, this condition is not satisfied by the process that we are considering here.
However, we show in this appendix that the difference between A 1 (ζ 1 ) and A 2 (ζ 1 ) can be exactly absorbed into the NLO expansion of NRQCD LDMEs, and in our NLO calculations, we are justified to switch the order of q 1 -integration from the derivatives and the limit of q r . To achieve this conclusion, we will assume in the following that all distributions of ζ 1 will be convoluted with a function f (ζ 1 ), which has a Taylar expansion for the region −1 < ζ 1 < 1. Since applying the derivative and the limit operations for q r is equivalent to performing Taylar expansion of q r , in the following, we just compare methods either expanding q r before or after the q 1 -integration.
To be specified, we are working at the NLO in the Feynman gauge. Diagrams (a), (b) and (f)-(i) in Fig. 2 do not cause any problem because they are not connected diagrams and the additional energy-momentum conservation δ D (q r − q 1 ) makes the integration over q 1 trivial. It will be clear later that there is no problem for the diagrams (c), (d), (j), (k) and (l), because these two diagrams do not have Coulomb divergence. After all, we need only to consider carefully the diagram (e), whose amplitude can be written as
where B(q 1 , q r ) is a polynomial of q 1 and q r . In the rest frame of the QQ-pair, p ∼ (2m Q , 0), and q r ∼ (0, m Q v). In the Coulomb region where
. Therefore, the leading contribution in this region behaves as v D−5 , which leads to a v −1 Coulomb singularity in four dimension as v → 0. This simple analysis indicates that the integration region of q 1 < ∼ q r is indeed very important for the diagram (e).
First, let us consider a simpler case B(q 1 , q r ) = 1. That is, we need to deal with the following integration,
After using the Feynman parametrization to combine the denominators, we have
In Eq. (A5), with a single pole, the integration of q − 1 vanishes unless q
In general, the following relation,
is valid when both sides are convoluted with any smooth function f (ζ 1 ) that can be Taylor expanded in the region −1 < ζ 1 < 1. Applying the relation in Eq. (A7) to the integration in Eq. (A5), and performing the q 1 -integration, we obtain
where ǫ = (4 − D)/2. By changing variable x 1 = 1 − x and then letting y 1 = x(1 − y)/2, we can rewrite I 1 as
with
2 r /p 2 , and both are small parameters. Since Z(ζ 1 , q r ) will eventually convolute with a non-singular function f (ζ 1 ), we can expand the δ-function as
where i, j and k are natural numbers, and the power of x cannot be less than the power of y. The equation in Eq. (A11) is a result of the fact that terms odd in y vanish under the integration of y from −1 to 1. Then, the x-integration in Z(ζ 1 , q r ) is trivial,
To perform the y-integration, we introduce a parameter Λ ≫ β, and rewrite the y-integration
Since y 2 ≥ Λ 2 ≫ β 2 in the first term above, we can expand β 2 before performing the y-integration, and obtain
This identity can also be written as
In the LHS of above identity, the first term corresponds to performing y-integration before expanding β 2 , while the second term corresponds to expanding β 2 before doing the y-integration. The RHS provides the corrections to the original y-integration caused by expanding β 2 first. Since the corrections on the RHS does not depend on the choice of Λ as long as Λ ≫ β, we can choose Λ = ∞ to simplify the identity as,
In deriving above simplified identify, we used
Note that using dimensional regularization is crucial for deriving above results. Although the integration on the RHS of Eq. (A17) could be further carried out, its result is not really relevant for our discussion here. Instead, we need to point out that it is an odd function of β.
In comparison with the situation discussed in Ref. [26] , the second term on the LHS anything. Therefore, we conclude that, if we are not interested in the contributions from potential region, we can calculate Eq. (A4) by expanding the q r before doing the q 1 -integration.
When B(q 1 , q r ) is a general polynomial of q 1 and q r , we can carry out essentially all steps in our arguments above for the situation when B(q 1 , q r ) = 1. We can still expand the δ-function, use the Feynman parametrization to re-organize the q 1 -integral, and perform the integration of q 1 before integration over Feynman parameters. The key difference is that we get a slightly different y-integral,
where d is an integer. The trick of introducing a Λ ≫ β is still valid for showing that expanding the q r before doing the q 1 -integration is effectively neglecting the Coulomb region.
Since the Coulomb region is cancelled exactly by NLO calculation of NRQCD LDMEs, we conclude that we can get correct short-distance coefficients at NLO if we expand q r before the integration of q 1 .
Appendix B: Results of fragmentation functions to P -wave heavy quark pair
In this Appendix, we summarize our results of short-distance coefficients for NRQCD factorization expansion of heavy quark-pair FFs to a heavy quarkonium through all possible P -wave states of a non-relativistic heavy quark pair.
Definitions and Notations
As a conjecture, we factorize the heavy quarkonium FFs from a heavy quark pair at the input factorization scale, µ 0 > ∼ 2m Q , in a NRQCD factorization formalism, 
On the other hand, the color octet LDMEs could only be extracted from data. In the rest of this Appendix, we list both the LO and NLO short-distance coefficients,
Eq. (B1).
LO results
In this part we list all non-vanish LO short-distance coefficents.
where s in the last equation could be v, a or t, and the dimension is defined as D = 4 − 2ǫ.
∆-functions
To better present the NLO results, we need some auxiliary functions, i.e. ∆-functions in this subsection and generalized "±" distributions in next subsection, to summarize the general structure of ζ 1 and ζ 2 dependence of the short-distance coefficients. As discussed in section III, the possible structures of δ-functions are very limited. In this subsection, we list all of them and their asymptotic behaviors as z → 1.
All these ∆-functions are invariant under the transformation (ζ 1 → −ζ 1 , ζ 2 → −ζ 2 ) and the exchange ζ 1 ↔ ζ 2 , including the crossing exchange (ζ 1 → −ζ 2 , ζ 2 → −ζ 1 ). In addition, ∆ 0 ,
+ , ∆ 
, and ∆
do not exhibit any pole at z = 1.
Generalized Plus-distributions and Minus-distributions
We define generalized plus and minus distributions to regularize the singularities at ζ 1 = 0 and ζ 2 = 0. They are collectively defined as
where δ (i) (ζ 1 ) represents the i-th derivative of the δ-function. More explicitly, plus and minus distributions have the following relation under the integration with a test function,
From the above definition, we find,
That is, plus function is an even function with respect to ζ 1 , and minus is an odd function with respect to ζ 1 . For m ≥ 0, we have
and g(ζ 1 )
5. P-wave NLO results with an initial vector QQ-state
In this subsection, we list results of NLO short-distance coefficients to the fragmentation functions for a vector pQCD QQ-state to fragment into a P -wave NRQCD QQ-state.
Fragmentation channels that are equal to zero at this order are not listed.
where the dependence on z, ζ 1 , ζ 2 , and µ F in the last equation is suppressed.Ṽ , V , R and c functions in above equations are defined as
V v1 ′ (ζ 1 , ζ 2 ) = δ ′ (ζ 2 ) 1 ζ 
V v2 ′ (ζ 1 , ζ 2 ) = δ ′ (ζ 2 ) 1 ζ 
where, again, the dependence on z, ζ 1 , ζ 2 and µ F in the last equation is suppressed.Ṽ , V , R and c above are defined as + R t7 (z) ,
d
